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ecorating bedrooms can sometimes pose tests for many interior designers--es-
pecially bedrooms that have unusual features like a round sitting room. So when 
Robin McGarry ’s interior design team was approached to design two memorable 
bedrooms as part of new construction, she knew she had to think creatively.

“I had worked with the clients on previous projects over the last three years,”  explained Mc-
Garry. “They are a couple with three daughters… two in college and one on the way.”
In the master bedroom, the couple wanted to turn a connected sitting room into a comfortable 
spot to relax and read, separate from the actual sleeping space. In the daughter’s bedroom, they 
wanted a space befitting a young woman with a passion for purple. 
To facilitate the sitting room’s transformation, Robin partnered with Classic Upholstery to 
custom-create the sofa and ottoman that perfectly fit underneath the beautiful Tudor-style 
windows. Completing the look, Robin added a comfy Loro Piana throw and a shagreen tray 
that is perfect for holding both snacks and a juicy novel.
Just beyond the sitting room lies a beautiful custom chaise lounge sofa (made again with the 
assistance of Classic Upholstery) that overlooks the pool outside. The chaise also offers a 
perfect view of the bed and fireplace with the television hanging above the mantle. Finally, the 
installation of Corbett overhead light fixtures maintains the room’s peaceful ambiance.
Although Robin chose subdued tones inspired by the client’s personal art in the master suite, 
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the daughter’s room is filled with rich purple and yellow tones to create 
a fun and upbeat space. The nook was refashioned into a sitting area to 
entertain her friends. Wallpaper by Jonathan Adler adds a pop of silver 
color to the walls, while a rich gold table from Arteriors provides the right 
touch of casual elegance.
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